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ABSTRACT
Numerical study of unsteady fluid flow and heat transfer through a rotating curved rectangular
channel with aspect ratio 2 and curvature ratio 0.05 has been performed by using a spectral-based
numerical method, and covering a wide range of the rotational parameter, the Taylor number Ta,
for both the positive and negative rotation of the channel. In this paper, unsteady flow
characteristics are investigated under combined action of the centrifugal, Coriolis and buoyancy
forces for the Dean number De = 1000. For positive rotation, we investigated unsteady solutions for
0  Ta  500, and it is found that the chaotic flow turns into steady-state flow through periodic or
multi-periodic flows. For negative rotation, on the other hand, unsteady solutions are investigated
for –500  Ta  0, and it is found that the unsteady flow undergoes through various flow
instabilities. Typical contours of secondary flow patterns and temperature profiles are obtained at
several values of Ta, and it is found that the unsteady flow consists of asymmetric two- to eightvortex solutions. The present study shows that convective heat transfer is significantly enhanced as
the secondary flow becomes stronger and the chaotic flow enhances heat transfer more effectively
than the steady-state or periodic solutions.

Keywords: Rotating curved channel; secondary vortex; unsteady solutions; Dean number, Taylor
number, time evolution.
1. Introduction
Investigation of flow and heat transfer through curved ducts and channels is an interesting subject
for researchers in the past and the present. These channels are extensively used in many
engineering applications, such as in turbo-machinery, refrigeration, air conditioning systems, heat
exchangers, rocket engine, internal combustion engines and blade-to-blade passages in modern gas
turbines. In a curved duct, centrifugal forces are developed in the flow due to channel curvature
causing a counter rotating vortex motion applied on the axial flow through the channel. This
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creates characteristics spiraling fluid flow in the curved passage known as secondary flow. At a
certain critical flow condition and beyond, additional pairs of counter rotating vortices appear on
the outer concave wall of the curved fluid passage which are known as Dean vortices, in
recognition of the pioneering work in this field by Dean [1]. After that, many theoretical and
experimental investigations have been done by keeping this flow in mind; for instance, the articles
by Berger et al. [2], Nandakumar and Masliyah [3] and Ito [4] may be referenced.
The fluid flowing in a rotating curved duct is subjected to two forces: the Coriolis force due to
rotation and the centrifugal force due to curvature. Such rotating passages are used in cooling
system for conductors of electrical generators. For isothermal flows of a constant property fluid,
the Coriolis force tends to generate vortices while centrifugal force is purely hydrostatic (Zhang et
al. [5]). When a temperature induced variation of fluid density occurs for non-isothermal flows,
both Coriolis and centrifugal type buoyancy forces can contribute to the formation of vortices.
These two effects of rotation either enhance or counteract each other in a non-linear manner
depending on the direction of wall heat flux and the flow domain. Therefore, the effect of system
rotation is more subtle and complicated, and yields new richer features of flow and heat transfer
for the non-isothermal flows. Ishigaki [6] examined the flow structure and friction factor
numerically for both the counter-rotating and co-rotating curved circular pipe with small curvature.
Selmi et al. [7] and Dennis and Ng [8] examined combined effects of system rotation and
curvature on the bifurcation structure of two-dimensional flows in a rotating curved duct with
square cross section. Miyazaki [9] examined the solution when the rotation is in the same direction
as the Coriolis force emphasizing the centrifugal force caused by the duct curvature, which is
known as co-rotating case. Selmi and Nandakumer [10] performed numerical studies on the flow
characteristics in rotating curved rectangular ducts. Wang and Cheng [11, 12] and Daskopoulos
and Lenhoff, [13] carried out a bifurcation study of the flow through a circular pipe and employed
finite volume method. They examined the flow characteristics and heat transfer in curved square
ducts for positive rotation and found reverse secondary flow for the co-rotation cases.
Time-dependent analysis of fully developed curved duct flows was initiated by Yanase and Nishiyama
[14] for a rectangular cross section. In that study, they investigated unsteady solutions for the case
where dual solutions exist. The unsteady behavior of the flow in a curved rectangular duct of large
aspect ratio was investigated, in detail, by Yanase et al. [15] numerically. They performed timeevolution calculations of the unsteady solutions with and without symmetry condition. Wang and Yang
[16] performed numerical as well as experimental investigations of periodic oscillations for fully
developed flow in a curved square duct. They showed, both experimentally and numerically, that a
temporal oscillation takes place between symmetric/asymmetric 2-cell and 4-cell flows when there are
no stable steady solutions. Mondal et al. [17] performed numerical prediction of non-isothermal flows
through a rotating curved square duct and revealed some of such new features. Very recently, Mondal et
al. [18, 19] investigated combined effects of centrifugal and Coriolis instability of the isothermal/non-
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isothermal flows through a rotating curved rectangular duct numerically. The secondary flow
characteristics in a curved square duct were investigated experimentally by using visualization method
by Yamamoto et al. [20]. Three-dimensional incompressible viscous flow and heat transfer in a rotating
U-shaped square duct were studied numerically by Nobari et al. [21]. However, transient behavior of
the unsteady solutions is not yet resolved, in detail, for the flow through a rotating curved rectangular
duct of small curvature in the case of strong centrifugal force, which motivated the present study to fill
up this gap.
One of the most important applications of curved duct flow is to enhance the thermal
exchange between two sidewalls, because it is possible that the secondary flow may convey heat
and then increases heat flux between two sidewalls. Chandratilleke and Nursubyakto [22]
presented numerical calculations to describe secondary flow characteristics in the flow through
curved ducts of aspect ratios ranging from 1 to 8 that were heated on the outer wall, where they
studied for small Dean numbers and compared the numerical results with their experimental data.
Yanase et al. [23] and Mondal et al. [24] studied time-dependent behavior of the unsteady
solutions for curved rectangular/square duct flow and showed that secondary flows enhance heat
transfer in the flow. Recently Norouzi et al. [25] investigated fully developed flow and heat
transfer of viscoelastic materials in curved square ducts under constant heat flux. To the best of the
authors' knowledge, however, there has not yet been done any substantial work studying the effects
of rotation on the unsteady flow behavior for the non-isothermal flow through a rotating curved
rectangular duct in the presence of buoyancy force with large pressure gradient.
In this paper, we investigate time-dependent flow behavior through a loosely coiled rotating
rectangular duct by using a spectral-based numerical scheme, and show an enhancement of
convective heat transfer by secondary flows. Studying the effects of rotation on the unsteady flow
characteristics, caused by the combined action of centrifugal, Coriolis and buoyancy forces, is an
important objective of the present study.
Nomenclature
De : Dean number
Ta : Taylor number
Gr : Grashof number

t : Temperature
u : Velocity component in the x  direction
v : Velocity component in the y  direction

h : Half height of the cross section
d : Half width of the cross section
L : Radius of the curvature
Pr : Prandtl number

w : Velocity component in the z  direction
x : Horizontal axis
y : Vertical axis
z : Axis in the direction of the main flow

t : Time
Greek letters

 : Resistance coefficient

 : Curvature of the duct

 : Viscosity

 : Kinematic viscosity

 : Density

 : Thermal diffusivity

 : Sectional stream function
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2. Flow
F
Model an
nd Governing Equations
Connsider a hydroo-dynamically and thermallyy fully developped two-dimennsional flow of
o viscous
incoompressible flu
uid through a rotating curveed duct with reectangular crosss section, whoose height
andd width are 2h and 2d, respectively. The cooordinate systeem with relevaant notation is shown in
Fig. 1, where x′ and
a y′ axes aree taken to be inn the horizontal and verticall directions resspectively,
andd z’ is the axiaal direction. Thhe system rotaates at a constant angular veelocity Ω arouund the y′
axiss. It is assumed that the outeer wall of the dduct is heated while the inneer wall cooled. It is also
assuumed that the flow is uniforrm in the axiaal direction, which
w
is drivenn by a constannt pressure
grad
dient G along the
t center-line of the duct.

Figu
ure 1. Coordinatte system of the curved duct

Thee continuity, Navier-Stokes
N
and energy equations, in terms of dim
mensional variables, are
exppressed as:
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(4)

(5)

where r = L + x and u, v and w are the dimensional velocity components in the x, y  and z
directions respectively and these velocities are zero at the wall. Here, P  is the dimensional
pressure, T  is the dimensional temperature and t  is the dimensional time. In the above
formulations , , ,  and g are the density, the kinematic viscosity, the coefficient of thermal
expansion, the coefficient of thermal diffusivity and the gravitational acceleration, respectively.
Thus in Eqs. (1) to (5) the variables with prime denotes the dimensional quantities. The
dimensional variables are then non-dimensionalized by using the representative length d and the
representative velocity U0 = /d. We introduce the non-dimensional variables defined as:
u

z
u
v
2
y
 x 1 
w, x    , y  , z 
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, w
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U0
U0
d
d
 d 

T
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d
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where u, v and w are the non-dimensional velocity component in the x, y and z directions,
respectively; t is the non-dimensional time, P is the non-dimensional pressure,  is the nondimensional curvature and temperature is non-dimensionalized by T. Henceforth, all the variables
are non-dimensionalized if not specified.
A new coordinate variable y is then introduced in the y direction as y  ay , where a = (h/d)  2 is
the aspect ratio of the duct cross section. From now on, y denotes y for the sack of simplicity.
Since the flow field is assumed to be uniform in the z-direction, the sectional stream function  is
introduced in the x and y directions as

u
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Then the basic equations for the axial velocity w, the stream function  and the temperature T are
derived from the Navier-Stokes equations and the energy equation as,
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In the above formulations, we have used four non-dimensional parameters; De, the Dean number,
Ta, the Taylor number, Gr, the Grashof number and Pr, the Prandtl number, which are defined as:

De 
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2 2T d 3
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2
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(10)

The rigid boundary conditions for the axial velocity ( w) and the stream function ( ) are used as

w(1, y )  w( x,  1)   (1, y )   ( x,  1) 



(1, y ) 
( x,  1)  0
x
t

(11)

and temperature T is assumed to be constant on the walls as
T(1, y) = 1, T (–1, y) = –1, T(x,  1) = x.

(12)

Note that, Eqs. (7) - (9) are invariant under the transformation of the variables

y  y


w( x, y, t )  w( x, y, t ) 

 ( x , y , t )   ( x ,  y , t ) 
T ( x, y, t )  T ( x, y, t ) 

(13)

If the solution satisfies condition (13) it is called a symmetric solution, and if it does not an
asymmetric solution. In the present study, only Ta varies while De, Gr,  and Pr are fixed as De =
1000, Gr =500,  = 0.05and Pr = 7.0 (water).
3. Numerical Calculations

3.1 Method of numerical calculation
Equations (7) to (9) are solved numerically by using the spectral method. By this method the
expansion functions n (x) and  n (x) are expressed as
 n ( x)  (1  x 2 )C n ( x), 

 n ( x)  1  x 2 ) 2 C n ( x)

(14)
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where Cn(x) = cos(ncos–1(x) is the n-th order Chebyshev polynomial. w(x, y, t), (x, y, t) and T(x, y,
t) are expanded in terms of n (x) and  n (x) as
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m 0 n 0
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wx, y, z     wmn t  m x  n  y ,
m0 n0
M N

(15)

where M and N are the truncation numbers in the x and y directions respectively. The expansion
coefficients wmn ,  mn and Tmn are then substituted into the basic Eqs. (7) - (9) and the collocation
method is applied. As a result, the nonlinear algebraic equations for wmn ,  mn and Tmn are
obtained. The collocation points are taken to be
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where i = 1, ..., M + 1 and j = 1, ..., N + 1. Finally, in order to calculate the unsteady solutions, the
Crank-Nicolson and Adams-Bashforth methods together with the function expansion (9) and the
collocation methods (Gottlieb and Orszag [26]) are applied to Eqs. (7) to (9). Details of the method
are available in Mondal et al. [27].
3.2 The Nusselt Number
As an index of horizontal heat transfer, the Nusselt number, Nu, is defined as

Nu  

d*

T *

T *

x *

.

(17)

x 0

where the quantities with asterisk (*) denote dimensional ones, . denotes the mean over the heat
transfer from the walls to the fluid, x is the distance from the wall, and T is the temperature
difference between the vertical sidewalls. Since the temperature distribution from the walls to the
fluid is not uniform due to differentially heated vertical sidewalls, Nu is different on both the
cooled and heated sidewalls. In this study, for the unsteady solutions, we define the Nusselt
number for the cooled (Nuc) and heated (Nuh) sidewalls as follows:

Nu  c 

1 1

2 1

T
x

x  1

dy, nu  h 

1 1

2 1

T
x

dy

(18)

x 1

where   denotes an average over a time interval . When the flow field is periodic,  is normally
taken as one period, and if it is chaotic,  is chosen as an appropriate time interval.
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3.3 Numerical Accuracy
The accuracy of the numerical calculations is investigated for the truncation numbers M and N
used in this study. For good accuracy of the solutions, N is chosen equal to 2M . The grid sizes
are taken as 12  24, 14  28, 16  32, 18  36 and 20  40 as shown in Table 1, where 
is the resistance coefficient and w(0, 0) is the axial velocity of the steady solution at

( x, y )  (0, 0) for De = 1000, Ta =500, Gr = 500 and   0.05 for the aspect ratio 2. Table 1
shows that M = 16 and N = 32 gives sufficient accuracy of the present numerical solutions.
Table 1. The values of  and w(0, 0) for various values of M and N for De = 1000, Ta = 500, Gr = 500 and
curvature  = 0.05.
M

N



w(0, 0)

12

24

0.16146237

747.250

14

28

0.17762868

748.095

16

32

0.17842799

754.551

18

36

0.17974814

755.866

20

40

0.17792901

749.861

3.4 Resistance coefficient
We use the resistance coefficient  as one of the representative quantities of the flow state. It is
also called the hydraulic resistance coefficient, and is generally used in fluids engineering, defined
as

P1*  P2*
 1
 *  w*
*
dh 2
z

2

,

(10)

where quantities with an asterisk denote the dimensional ones,   stands for the mean over the
cross section of the duct and d h* is the hydraulic diameter. Since ( P1*  P2* ) / z *  G ,  is related to
the mean non-dimensional axial velocity w as


16 2 Dn
3w

2

,

(11)

In this paper,  is used to calculate the unsteady solutions by numerical computations.
4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Case I: Positive rotation (0  Tr  500)
In order to study the nonlinear behavior of the unsteady solutions, time evaluation calculations
are performed for –500  Ta  500, De = 1000, Gr = 500 and curvature  = 0.05. First, we
calculate unsteady solutions for positive rotation of the duct (0  Tr  500). Figure 2(a) shows time
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evoolution of  forr Ta = 0. It is found that thee unsteady flo
ow at Ta = 0 oscillates
o
irreguularly that
meaans the flow iss chaotic. This chaotic oscillaation is well juustified by draw
wing the phase space of
the time evolutionn result as shoown in Fig. 2(bb) in the  –  plane, where  = dxdy. As
A seen in
Fig. 2(b), the orbbit of the flow
w evolution creates multiple paths, which shows that thhe flow is
chaaotic. Figure 2(c) shows streeamlines and iisotherms for Ta
T = 0, wheree it is observeed that the
streeamlines of thee secondary floow consist of tw
wo opposite vortices; one is an outward floow shown
by solid lines and
d the other onee inward flow shown by dottted lines. The right-hand sid
de of each
ducct box of  and
d T indicates ou
utside directionn of the duct. As
A seen in Fig. 2(c), the unstteady flow
for Ta = 0 is an assymmetric twoo- and four-vorttex flow patterrn. Figure 3(a) shows time ev
volution of
the unsteady soluutions for Ta = 80, where wee see that the unsteady
u
flow is also chaotiic, and the
chaaotic behavior is
i well justifiedd by drawing a phase space of
o the time evolution solutionn as shown
in Fig
F 3(b). Figu
ure 3(c) shows typical conttours of secon
ndary flow pattterns (streamllines) and
tem
mperature profilles (isotherms)) for Ta = 80, w
where we see that
t
the unsteaady flow at Ta = 80 is an
asym
mmetric two- and four-vorteex flow patternn. Then we perform time evolution of  forr Ta = 100
as shown
s
in Fig. 4(a).
4
It is foun
nd the unsteadyy flow oscillatees in an irregullar pattern withh different
mod
des of frequenncy, which shoows that the fllow is a transitional chaos (Mondal et all. [27]). In
order to well iden
ntify the nature of the flow oscillation, a phaase space of thee time evolutioon result is
shown in Fig. 4(bb) for Ta = 1000, which show
ws that the flow
w is a transitionnal chaos that turns into
mullti periodic or periodic flowss as Ta is increeased. Typical contours of strreamlines and isotherms
are then obtained and plotted inn Fig. 4(c), whhere we see thaat the unsteadyy flow at Ta = 100 is an
asym
mmetric two-vvortex flow patttern.

(a)



(b)
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(c)

T
t

6.5

7.5

8.5

9.5

Figure 2. Unsteady
U
results for
f Ta = 0. (a) Time
T
evolution of
o , (b) Phase sppace, (c) Streamlines
(topp) and isothermss (bottom) at 6.5  t  9.5

(a)

(b)


(c)

T
t

17
7.00

17.50

18.00

18.50

Figure 3. Unsteady
U
resultts for Ta = 800. (a) Time evoolution of , (bb) Phase space, (c)
Streaamlines (top) and isotherms (botttom) for 17.0  t  18.5
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(a)

(b)


(c)

T
t

18.00

18.400

18.80

19.00

Figure 4. Unsteady
U
results for Ta = 1000. (a) Time evo
olution of , (bb) Phase spacee, (c)
Stream
mlines (top) andd isotherms (boottom) for 18.00  t  19.0

(a)

(b)
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(c)

T
t

10.0
00

10.40

10.80

11.00

Figure 5. Unsteady
U
resultss for Ta = 1055. (a) Time evo
olution of , (b) Phase space, (c)
Streaamlines (top) and isotherms (botttom) for 10.5  t  11.0

Theen we performeed time evolutio
on of  for Ta = 105 at Dn = 1000 as shownn in Fig. 5(a). Figure
F
5(a)
show
ws that the unssteady flow is a periodic oscilllation for Ta = 105, which is well justified by
b drawing
the phase space off the time evoluttion result as shhown in Fig. 5(bb). Figure 5(b) sshows that the orbit
o
of the
osciillation is samee at a certain tiime interval thaat assures that the fluid particcles oscillate peeriodically.
Streeamlines and isotherms are shoown in Fig. 5(cc) for Ta = 105, where we obsserve that the sttream lines
are symmetrically distributed and
d produce asym
mmetric two-vorrtex flow patterrn. It is also obsserved that
c
withh the secondarry vortices.
the stream lines of the temperatuure profiles aree found to be consistence
s
for 105 < Ta  500 andd it is found thhat the unsteadyy flow is a
Theen we increase the rotational speed
steaady-state solutio
on for any valu
ue of Tr in thiss range. Figuress 6(a) and 7(a) show, for exam
mple, time
evoolution results for
f Ta = 130 annd Ta = 500 reespectively, whhere steady-statte solutions aree observed.
Sincce the flow is steady-state,
s
a single
s
contour oof each of the secondary
s
flow patterns and teemperature
proffiles is shown in Figs. 6(b) and
a 7(b) for Taa = 130 and Taa = 500 respecttively, where we
w see that
steaady-state flow iss an asymmetricc two-vortex floow pattern.



(a))

T

(b)

Figure 6. Unsteady
U
results for Ta = 130. ((a) Time evolutiion of , (b) Strreamlines (top) and
a
isothherms (bottom) for
f Ta = 130 at t = 10.
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(b)


T

Figu
ure 7. Unsteadyy results for Taa = 500. (a) Time evolution of
o , (b) Stream
mlines (top) and
d isotherms
(bottom) for Ta
T = 500 at t = 6.0.
6

4.2 Case II: Nega
ative rotation (––500  Ta < 0))
We investigateed unsteady soolutions for neggative rotation of the duct att –500  Ta < 0 for the
connstant pressure gradient
g
De = 1000
1
at curvatuure  = 0.05. Neegative rotationn means that thee rotational
direection is opposiite to the main flow direction. Figure 8(a) sh
hows time evoluution of  for Ta
T = -50 at
De = 1000, and iss found that thee unsteady flow
w at Ta = -50 iss a non-periodiic oscillating flow, which
osciillates with an irregular patteern that meanss the flow is chaotic.
c
This chhaotic oscillatio
on is well
justtified by drawinng the phase spaace of the time evolution resullt as shown in F
Fig. 8(b). Stream
mlines and
isottherms for the corresponding flow parameteers are shown in Fig. 8(c), w
where it is founnd that the
chaotic oscillation at Ta = -50 is an
a asymmetric ffour- to six-vorttex flow patternns. Figure 9(a) shows
s
time
evoolution of  for Ta = –150, andd it is found thaat the unsteady flow at Ta = -1150 is a chaoticc solutions,
whiich oscillates irrregularly with different
d
modes of solutions. This chaotic osciillation is well justified by
draw
wing the phasee space of thee time evolutioon result as sh
hown in Fig. 99(b). Typical co
ontours of
streeamlines and issotherms for Taa = -150 are sshown in Fig. 9(c),
9
where it is found that the
t chaotic
osciillation at Ta = -150 is an asym
mmetric four-voortex flow patteern. It is observved that the streeamlines of
the secondary flow
w patterns and isotherms
i
of thhe temperature distributions
d
aree significantly distributed
w to the fluid. Then we perrform time
thatt generates morre heat which iss transferred froom the heated wall
evoolution of  for Ta = -255 as sh
hown in Fig. 100(a). It is foundd that the unsteaady flow at Ta = -255 is a
periiodic oscillationn, which is welll justified by drrawing the phasse space as shoown in Fig. 10(b
b). Typical
conntours streamlinnes and isotherm
ms for Ta = -2255 are shown in Fig. 10(c), w
where it is founnd that the
periiodic oscillation
n at Ta = -255 iss an asymmetric four-vortex fllow pattern.

(a)

(b)
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(c))

T
t

7.00

7.50

8.000

8.50

Figure 8. Unsteady
U
results for Ta = –500. (a) Time evo
olution of , (bb) Phase space, (c)
Stream
mlines (top) and isotherms (bottoom) for 7.0  t  8.5

(a)

(b)


(c)

T
t

6.5
5

7.0

7.5

8.0

Figure 9. Unsteady
U
resultss for Ta = -1500. (a) Time evo
olution of , (bb) Phase space, (c)
Stream
mlines (top) and isotherms (bottoom) for 6.5  t  8.0
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(b))


(c)

T
t

2
20.65

20.771

20.78
8

20.85

Figure 10. Unsteady resultts for Ta = –2550. (a) Time evvolution of , ((b) Phase spacee, (c)
Stream
mlines (top) and isotherms (bottoom) for 20.65  t 20.85

We then proceeded to perfform time evollution of  forr Ta = –300 at De = 1000 ass shown in
Fig. 11(a). As seeen in Fig. 11(aa), the unsteaddy flow at Tr = –300 is a tim
me-periodic solution. To
obsserve the time periodic behavvior more cleaarly, we draw the phase spacce of the time evolution
resuult in Fig. 11(b
b) for Ta = –300, where a coouple of orbitss is observed innstead of a sinngle-phase
orbit, which conffirms that the unsteady flow
w at Ta = –3000 is a multi-peeriodic solutionn. Typical
mlines and isottherms for Ta = -300 are show
wn in Fig. 11(cc), where it is found that
conntours of stream
the multi-periodicc oscillation att Ta = –300 is only four-vorrtex flow patterrn. If rotationaal speed is
incrreased in the neegative directio
on up to Ta =-5500, it is obserrved that the floow remains steeady-state.
Figuure 12(a) show
ws, for example, time evolutiion result for Ta
T = –320, whhere steady-statte solution
is observed.
o
Thereefore, the transsition from perriodic-oscillatinng flow to steaady-state solutiion occurs
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betw
ween Ta = –3300 and Ta = –320. Since the flow is steady state, a single contoour of the
streeamlines and issotherms is shoown in Fig. 122(b) for Ta = –3
320, and it is ffound that the secondary
flow
w is an asymm
metric four-vorttex flow patternn. In this studyy, it is found thhat if the duct rotation is
incrreased in the positive
p
directiion, the numbeer of secondaryy vortices decrreases and connsequently
heaat transfer does not occur substantially; how
wever, for negaative rotation, hheat transfer is enhanced
signnificantly as thhe rotation is in
ncreased in thee negative direcction. The reasson is that due to chaotic
mixxing many secoondary vorticess generate at thhe outer wall of the duct whicch play a significant role
in trransferring heaat from the heaated wall to thee fluid (Chandrratilleke et al. [28]).
[

(a)

(
(b)


(c)

T
t

6.95

7.22

7.44
7

7.65

Figure 11. Unsteady resultts for Ta = – 3300. (a) Time evolution of , ((b) Phase spacee, (c)
Stream
mlines (top) and isotherms (bottoom) for 6.95  t  7.65
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(a)

T
(b)

Figure 12. Unsteady
U
resultss for Ta = -320. (a) Time evoluttion of , (b) Strreamlines (top) and
a
isothherms (bottom) at
a t = 8.0

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Temperature gradient
g
for De = 1000, Gr = 500 and  = 0.05 ffor various valess of
Ta. (a) at the coolinng wall (b) at thee heated wall.

o
to find coonvective heat transfer from tthe heated wall to the fluid, w
we calculate teemperature
In order
T
grad
dients at the coooling and heaated walls. In F
Fig. 13(a), it iss shown that x on the inneer (cooled)
sideewall decreasees in the centrral region arouund y = 0. Th
his is caused bby the advectiion of the
seco
ondary flow inn the outward direction arouund y = 0 due to the centrifuugal force. In the same
T
figuure, it is also shhown that x tends to increease in the regiions other thann the central region. This
is caused
c
by the advection
a
of th
he secondary flow in the inwaard direction thhere, which is a reverse
flow
w of the outw
ward secondaryy flow in the central
c
region. As seen in F
Fig. 13(b), on the
t other
T
hannd, the temperaature gradient on the outer ((heated) sidew
wall, x increaases, as the Taa goes up,
T
oveer the whole reegion except foor small Ta. T
This is becausee the secondaryy flow enhancees x not
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only
y in the centraal region but inn other regionss as well. This result shows that heat transsfer occurs
substantially as Taa increases for the heated siddewall.
w the validatioon of our numeerical results with
w the experim
mental studies. By using
Here we show
visuualization methhod, Yamamooto et al. [29] performed exxperimental invvestigations off the flow
throough a rotatingg curved square duct of curvaature  = 0.03, where three oof the duct wallls, except
the outer wall, rottate around thee center of currvature at a connstant rotationaal speed for Taa =150. In
the present study, however, we investigate
i
flow
w characteristiics for the rotattion of the whoole system
(nott the three waalls only), and
d show the vallidation of ourr study using the same curvvature and
rotaational speed as
a Yamamoto et al. [29] connsidered. Figurres 14 show comparative stuudy of the
expperimental vs. numerical
n
resuults for Ta =1500, and we see that
t our resultss have a good agreement
a
with
h the experimeental investigattions.

De = 114

(a)

De
D = 115

De = 1776

(b))

De = 415
4

Figure 14. Experimental
E
vs.. numerical resullts for rotating cuurved square duuct flow at Ta = 150.
1

5. Conclusion
C
A spectral-bassed numerical study is presennted for the unnsteady flow ccharacteristics through a
rotaating curved reectangular ductt of aspect ratiio 2 and curvatture ratio 0.05. Numerical caalculations
are carried out forr the constant Dean number 1000 and Grasshof number 500 over a wide range of
the Taylor umber (Ta) for both the
t positive annd negative rotaation of the duuct. The outer wall
w of the
ducct is heated while the inner wall
w cooled, thee top and bottom
m walls being thermally insuulated. We
inveestigated unsteeady solutions by time evoluution calculatioons justified byy their phase sp
paces, and
it iss found that unnder combinedd action of cenntrifugal, Corioolis and buoyaancy forces thee unsteady
flow
w undergoes inn the scenarioo ‘chaotic  m
multi-periodic  periodic  steady-statee’ if Ta is
incrreased in the positive rotationn. For negativee rotation, how
wever, time evoolution calculattions show
thatt the unsteadyy flow undergoes through vvarious flow in
nstabilities, iff Ta is increassed in the
neggative directionn. Phase spacees were foundd to be very fruitful
fr
to justiify the transitiion of the
unssteady flows. Typical
T
contouurs of secondaary flow patterns and tempeerature profiles are also
obtaained at severaal values of Ta,, and it is found that there exiist two- to eighht-vortex flow patterns if
the duct rotation is involved. Itt is found that the temperatuure distributionn is consistencee with the
seco
ondary vortices, and secondaary flows play a significant ro
ole in convectivve heat transfeer from the
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heated wall to the fluid. It is also found that chaotic flow enhances heat transfer more substantially
than the steady-state or periodic solutions through multi-vortex flow patterns at the outer concave
wall.
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